Selah Cohen
The Vibrant Presenter
Performance & Presentation Specialist
Selah Cohen has gone from nearly blind to vibrant visionary, and is now a director, presenter
and presentation specialist who works with performers, presenters, and producers who want to
infuse vibrant, memorable energy into their events. She
draws on over 25 years of expertise in the entertainment,
fine arts, performance, and education arenas to benefit
her clients and projects as a passionate presenter and
trainer. She will ignite and encourage your audience’s
creative potential to help success skyrocket
Vibrant Audience Takeaways:
•learn how to step into the spotlight with a vibrant creative culture approach.
•experience increased focus, purpose, and perspective for vibrant vision.
•understand how to use vibrant creativity to catapult past challenges.

Selah Cohen’s Vibrant Presentations
The Vibrant Creative Culture: Your Business is S.H.O.W. Business!
Nearly Blind to Vibrant Visionary: Identity, Purpose, and Vision for Focus
Vibrant Creativity: Catapult Past Challenges
The Vibrant Treasure: Creatively Brilliant Presentations
Brilliant and Vibrant: Creative Etiquette, Image, and Presence
Selah loves to engage audiences as she presents and trains with approachable ease,
efficiency, and encouragement for creatively-charged results. She is author of The Vibrant
Creative Guide & Planner, an actor, artist, director, playwright, producer, singer, a member of
The National Speakers Association, and a Premier Member of the Women Speakers
Association. Her original musical productions and directing work have been viewed online in
over 30 countries. She worked in film and television in Mexico, California and Colorado, and
traveled to Mexico and Spain as an interpreter and Artistic Director. She resides near Dallas
Fort Worth, wears energizing vibrant colors, and loves to spend sunny, relaxing days with her
family.
Para información en español, favor de comunicarse al (720)476-8961.
(720) 476-8961 www.thevibrantpresenter.com thevibrantpresenter.com

Vanessa K., Principal Actress, Dancer, and Singer
It's not often that I've been able to work with someone who has the ability
to share their creativity in such a way that it not only enhances, but restores
those around them, but Selah Cohen is someone who does. Selah is able to
relate to so many people because of her personal and professional
experiences, yet has such humility and sensitivity because she's in a
constant state of learning and growing personally, spiritually and
professionally. She has the remarkable ability to tap into the gifts and talents
of whoever she's working with and open up hidden reservoirs of creativity
that may have been lying dormant, all while providing a safe environment to
do so. The excellence in which she accomplishes her goals and tasks is
remarkable and noteworthy, but more than that it's a very rare and
cherished ability that is lacking and very necessary today. To say that I
would jump at the chance to work with her is an understatement; it would
be a complete honor to be under her guidance and direction again.
Rev. Dana Bryan , Senior Pastor
I have known Selah Cohen for well over a decade and worked with her for
several years. She worked closely with me in large productions, church
services and outreach events. Selah always conducted herself with grace,
poise and professionalism. She is well organized and administrated all the
projects I gave her in a timely and professional manner. I found her to be
creative and willing to tackle large projects. Her appropriately assertive
personality got the job done with grace and results.
Luci Stanley, Ministry Leader
Infuse 2010: A Creativity Encounter Attendee
The praise times were great! So were the workshops; they were nicely
varied and the topics were extraordinarily free. And it was wonderful to get
to know so many creatives, who both believe in God with our whole hearts
and embrace creativity on every level, including challenging the status quo.
Robbie Repola , Past CEO, IMS Productions
I’ve had the pleasure of knowing Selah for nearly 5 years during which time
her dedication, hard working attitude, easy going disposition, and absolute
integrity have consistently impressed me. She is a pleasure to work with,
has a wide range of skills and has always over-delivered on any given
assignment. Personable and wise, assiduous and enthusiastic, she makes
every collaboration a joy. I look forward to any opportunity to work with her.
Selah's work with us ranges from creative collaboration on projects to
providing makeup and wardrobe on a film production set, to providing
Spanish translation and voice over. She is undeterred by little things like
projects that are outside of her experience.

